October 31st is not just the last day of the month of October and the "Harvest Moon". It's Halloween OR All Hallows Eve, Samhain (sow-win), Day of The Dead... Whatever any may call it, this day is the end of harvest celebration denoting the end of the end of Earth's (Gaia's) fertility cycle. This all is a long standing tradition of human life all over the world. Whatever any may call it, this day is the end of harvest celebration denoting the end of the end of Earth's (Gaia's) fertility cycle. This all is a long standing tradition of human life all over the world. The day after is the holy "All Saints Day" which is a tradition and day mostly forgotten except in some cultures. Halloween has stood the test of time and in the United States has adopted many of the traditions of the world into this holiday.

Halloween is a day of festivities and of celebration and only gets more interesting at night then just before midnight is suddenly over. It is thought in some cultures that on this day, the veil that separates the spirit realm (Astro Realm) and the physical realm is at its thinnest allowing one the possibility of seeing or speaking with the deceased family and ancestors. That our past loved ones may once again walk amongst us on this day. Libations and plates of food offerings and drinks are left for the spirits and are buried the next day in a diving back to the earth. Some cultures see the day as a celebration of
the harvest and to celebrate the life cycle of the trinity of the Maiden, Mother and Crone (Hag) and to celebrate the coming Death (Winter Season) of the Fertility cycle until the Goddess is reborn and grows again into fertility in the Spring. This is the cycle of the Goddess... Some cultures believe the more vile entities such as Ghosts, Ghosts, Ghouls, wraithes, Deamon (Deamons) come searching for people to possess and soul to take with them and so they wear the spooky costumes so they don't see the living but are spooked away by. In an alternative to this belief with costumes, some believe they should dress up in scary costumes to run off the entities out to clean the area of negative spirits for the celebration of All Saints Day the next day... November 1st. The other even older belief goes to the costumes to hide from the God of mischief and trickery and thus the prank was played of people going from house to house and saying "TRICK-OR-TREAT"... In honor and spirit of this old God if people give a treat, then they'll be left alone and those in costume would go on to the next house. If a treat was refused a nasty or mean prank or TRICK would be played against that home owner. The costume hid their true identity. The treat was often sweets but sometimes was a trinket or money to buy furs. This is where the old chant, "Trick-or-Treat, smell
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my feet. Give me something good to eat. If you DON'T, I don't care, I'll pull down your underwear!" A night nasty CON and threat... not to be taken lightly. All of these have ties to Pagan ideals and beliefs.

Today, Halloween in the United States has become a harmless yet overly commercialized holiday for the children and parents of young children. The day's grassroots nearly long forgotten. As a child it is an amazing day of fun and games, a night of wonder and sugar overload. For parents, the joyous expressions and looks on their children's faces is priceless. Most STOP trick-or-treating around 12 or 13 then start enjoying speak attractions paying to be scared or frightened. A day of fun and games as well as treats. Some go to Halloween dances. Masked orades are still popular as are "key" parties. It is now a day of celebration and festivities and a night of costume dressup and spooky or other adventures. The Trick-or-Treating is only about children getting free candy (that someone else paid for) and has little to do with the Trick or Mischief... although some "trecks" do still happen as eggings, toilet paperings and other mischief acts...

Arkansas and most of the States of the U.S.
and the Federal Governments enjoy creating mischief by nightmares, heartbreaks, harassment and degradation as well as discrimination for a large group of people and those they love especially the family and children. It is State sanctioned and organized bullying and endangerment that is extremely damaging, demeaning, derogatory but most of all it is extreme discrimination. Much of it is illegal, unconstitutional and destructive and is done by Law Enforcement of whom are supposed to follow and enforce all law and protect all peoples not just those choice “select” laws. These Governments Law Enforcement persons ENJOY telling specific families they cannot celebrate nor participate in Halloween NOR Christmas. They CANNOT decorate their house inside nor outside and they cannot give out candy nor gifts... no presents of any kind. These families and children of them have to sit and watch all other families participate and get or give gifts but cannot truly understand why the Government they cannot participate and IF for any reason they do OR someone even SAYS they did then the children will be taken from the parents and the parents will be put in Prison on bogus charges and LAWS no one else is subjected to. Even more confusing are those placed in ROUND-UP illegal false arrest and confinement simply because the day is a holiday and so a parent or both are put in Prison and the children
must go stay with a family member or friend elsewhere. They don’t understand why police put signs in their yard and on their door telling people to stay away and how this makes them a target of hate, abuse and of predators that may wish to kill them all because the Government used the words “SEX OFFENDER” and others use “Lemon” or “Pedophile” or “Baby Ripper” or “Rapist” or “Serial Ripper”, “Sex Predator”, or “Child Predator”. The POLICE and Government are spreading and causing HATE as well as HATE crimes on them just because of FEAR and False Info.

Imagine this: Your a child growing up being told of and shown all the wonders that is a Birthday and how everyone gets presents called “Gifts” and a BIG PARTY Celebration with friends and family. There’s Food, Fun, Cake and Ice Cream! You wonder why you NEVER get this and if your parents or family and friends hate you. As this child you’re shown and told of the wonders of Easter and the Easter Bunny as well as the great Egg hunts the children do and the gifts and candy. You wonder what you’ve done and why you don’t get to do this. As this child Society will teach you of all “Holidays” and of Halloween with its wonders of festivities, games, costumes and the tradition of the door to door Trick-or-Treating for loads of free candy.
People decorate their houses and properties. You wonder why your house is barren of decorations and you can’t be given candy, go get candy or do anything that everyone else does. Instead, Police come and put up signs in your yard or on your door and show up at random to verify your parents are there OR take one or both of them to jail just because. Some have a parent or both parents arrested simply because a light was on, someone came up to the house. OR they had to work that day and couldn’t be on falsely imposed house arrest. As this child you learn of Valentine’s day and are not allowed to participate. As this child you learn of the wonders of Christmas and see the trees and all the decorations — the gifts and you get nothing and no decoration. You cannot participate. You wonder what you did and why your parents hate you and do none of this. No one stops to think of exactly what effects socially and mentally this has on the children, family and friends. All because the STATE wants to continually well above and beyond a prison sentence, excessively punish and enforce punitive rules and punishment against persons accused of or convicted of a sex offense for the rest of that person’s life. Yet convicted murderers, killers, abusers, terrorists, torturers, kidnappers and drug dealers walk and go on freely often having done much worse and with no regard of human life than...
the person with the sex offense. Most people with a sex offense are on minor offenses with a person 18 or older or of those of under aged one 14 or older and ONE time often first time offenders whilst the others unregulated and unregistered have multiple offenses there aren't "sex offenders" thus are more likely to do harm again. More interesting is fact that 97% of most sex offenses are by first time offender NOT on any form of registry. But the children and family of that sex offender cannot participate and are punished by law enforcement for life. Their child cannot have friends over nor go to camp nor have their parents at school events nor pick them up from school nor go to play at parks, lakes, creeks or rivers and not go to amusement parks... But that murderer who has killed people can with his or her children--- same for all other criminals. Only "sex offenders" and their family get such discrimination in Arkansas and other states.

Arkansas IS a State that discriminates and readily violates LAWS and Constitutional Rights against these peoples with Sex Offenses and all of these LAWS and activities are fed by Lies and Fears that the State and Federal Governments perpetuate and intentionally feed themselves via propaganda and agenda. Arkansas Police execute what is commonly called the "Halloween Roundup"
in which "Sex Offenders" MUST report to the Police Station to be imprisoned on NO CHARGES NOR ALLEGATIONS but rather simply because A) They Exist, B) They have been Accused of and/or Convicted of a Sex Offense, C) The State Law and Police Simply Said So, D) Fears a Person "MIGHT" try to snatch and sexually assault a child and not that they actually did or will... This is illegal and unconstitutional as false arrest and it is NOT of the Person's free will because if they do not report to be LOCKED UP then they are arrested on "Failure To Comply" felony charges. In Arkansas "Failure To Comply" to Sex Offender Discrimination rules AND "Failure To Register" for Sex Offender Discrimination Rules are felony SEX OFFENSE CHARGES often used to create a false Sexual Predator and false Habitual Offender or "Career Criminal" and is used to falsely label the person as a predator and to make the offender a Maximum Restriction Level 4 Sex Offender so they are imprisoned even in the free world Society. Given that Registration and everything else is a Fine and Fee it odds to what Sex Offenders must Pay the Government for the RIGHT to be free... Worse is that Arkansas is NOT the only State that does this for their amusement and money as MANY do this very practice. In truth there are no cases of a child ever being snatched and sexually assaulted ON Halloween. Arkansas also labels ALL Persons accused of or for
convicted of any "Sex Offense" as Child Predators, Child Rapeists, Child Molesters even if and when NO CHILD and in all cases no other Person was even involved such as peeing on a tree in your own back yard OR mooring some asshole as a prank. There are so many cases like and similar to the Brian Banks case in which the accuser lies and gives false allegation and false testimony. There was NO Criminal act done by the accused and they were convicted on ZERO evidence with false accusations and false testimony. The criminal WAS the lying accuser of whom also committed perjury on the stand and yet the court refuses to charge THAT person of their crimes even when the convicted is later proven innocent and sadly only between 0.5% to 1% of convicted innocent offenders get their convictions overturned and released but that does no good because their name and life was taken and ruined. No justice exists for the falsely accused... or so much for innocent until proven guilty... so many convictions today have ZERO or Questionable Circumstantial evidence.

The State of Arkansas and many other States create ridiculous discriminatory laws/rules targeting only Sex Offenders OR "Peoples On The Registry" to be so Politically Correct (PC) rendering them unable to give their own child or any other from 17 years of age any form of gift or else they may be charged for...
"Grooming A Minor For Sex" as Birthday presents, Christmas Presents or any purchased Good, Service or Favor can be viewed being given with intent to build trust with intent of sexual activity... especially any form of candy or thing deemed "intended for children". This includes any trips to parks, swimming locations, them parks. Thus in Arkansas if one is on the REGISTRY and has a child they can basically have ZERO contact with that child AND get or buy them nothing nor do anything with them for as anything can be misconstrued as "sexual" in nature OR "Sexually Gratifying"... (See Arkansas § 5-14-200 - 5-14-300)

On October 31st, 2022 Arkansas NEWS Stations were so brazen as to state that Arkansas Police are going to go to people's home of whom are labeled as "Sex Offenders" and hang "NO Trick-or-Treat" signs on their doors and put signs in their yards to label them as homes of Sex Offenders to make sure these lower level sex offenders are "in compliance"... (No Decorations, Lights Off, No Children In Their Yard or At Their Door, Not giving out Candy, Are At Home and NOT OUTSIDE, Not Trick-or-Treating, Not at a Halloween Party, Not AT WORK... Nothing except imprisoned in their home for level 1 and 2 OR locked UP in the Jail for Level 3 and 4 as they're prohibited BY LAW from any form of any
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participation in this long standing traditional and national holiday and celebration.) All of which is a serious overstep of authority and jurisdiction... They also posted "safety" guidelines and instructions on "How-To look up Sex Offenders leaving them vulnerable to lynching and vigilante attacks (and many of those HAVE happened...)."

The real truth is that more children are harmed or killed by vehicle accidents and there were NO Police Guidelines nor Warnings about that. Nothing at all about convicted child beaters nor child murderers nor even drug dealers whom target children. Apparently those people are perfectly acceptable and ok around your children as well as prostitutes and very dangerous politicians and State or Federal Government officials whom kill more people, rape and molest more people than ANYONE else. Not a thing about real threats or dangers only about Sex Offenders based on false information, FEARS and discrimination based on possibilities and NOT facts. Seems like Teens and Adults driving vehicles is the REAL Halloween Threats. It also seems causing public unrest and fear as well as the causing of stress and mental/ emotional damages if so called Sex Offenders and their families make Police the bigger threat on Halloween.

Considering all of this information one can so
easily figure out why children are actually safest on Halloween. First of all SO MANY PEOPLE ARE PRESENT! So many adults are actively around watching their children as they should be. Only an IDIOT would try something so stupid with so many people present. Even real idiots aren't stupid enough to try. Thus Halloween Sexual Assaults are MUCH MORE LIKELY at teen and/or adult parties where drugs and alcohol are used and possibly date rape drugs may be used and would most likely be perpetrated by a person with NO PREVIOUS Sex Offense and NOT ON THE REGISTRY and Yet per statistics even THIS possible scenario doesn't happen.

Low Enforcement agencies along with NEWS Media have created a propaganda based hysteria putting Registered Citizens AND their families in danger of HATE CRIMES through stigmatizing and discrimination. People on the Offender Registry get attacked and murdered all around the U.S. because of the Registry. False information and panic propaganda that is perpetrated by the Police and News Media. Entire families have been murdered, properties destroyed or burned to the ground and LAW takes away the Registrant and their families safety and right to defend themselves. State Governments especially Arkansas and NEWS Media is what creates the dangers and the REAL Arkansas Halloween Nightmares! I've been in jail with Round-up Prisoners...